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EXCUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
CABINET DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL
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Diplomat Magazine
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Edward Mortiitflf
Director of Communications
Executive Office of
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212 963 5965

SUBJECT: Article for Diplomat Magazine
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Dear Ms. Stewart,

I have pleasure in sending you the Secretary-General's contribution to the September 11
Commemorative issue of Diplomat Magazine, along with our best wishes for a successful
publication.

Yours sincerely,
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Request for contribution by Kofi Annan for September 1 1 Commemorative
issue of Diplomat Magazine

Dear Mr Eckhard

As you are aware, Diplomat magazine in London has been energetically soliciting an interview with
Secretary General Kofi Annan for some time and we haven't given up yet! But we have a much better idea,
which will hopefully fit in better with the Secretary General's schedule.

Our September/October issue will feature a 0^ r̂ĵ ^ f̂:K^^M^^sfAsm^eir .^^'in which we have
invited British Prime Minister Tony Blair, PrestaenTl̂ ervez Musharraf and severaTleading ambassadors
in London to contribijtei§ripripjpp^ would be delighted if the

e c t a r General woulffte^ie^oeWtnemr^^ ' •- --^-:»SfSecretary General

Diplomat is the oldest publication of its kind in the world; it has been read and respected by London's
foreign ambassadors since 1947. Its readership has widespread influence beyond the United Kingdom.

Diplomat respects the work of the UN and has already featured key figures in various UN agencies,
including Olara Otunnu, the Secretary General's Special Representative for Children and Armed Conflict,
WTO Secretary General Mike Moore, Catherine Bertini of the WFP, Peter Hansen of UNRWA, Mark
Malloch Brown of the UNDP, Dr Richard Jolly, contributor to the HDR, and former UNHCR Commissioner
Sadoko Ogata. It would be an honour to add Kofi Annan to this list.

In addition, we have also featured contributions from British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw, former Danish
Prime Minister Poul Nyrup Rasmussen, UK Defence Secretary Geoff Hoon, UK Development Secretary
Clare Short, Trade Minister Baroness Symons, Nato Secretary General George Robertson and
Commonwealth Secretary General Don McKinnon.

We really hope the Secretary General will be able to accommodate us this time. Ideally we would need the
copy (a^dut7&'-wp^s)'l̂ --CStgju|̂ t the latest Kindly ring me on 0044 207 953 7080 or you can email
me at e.stewart@cliplortiatMa^a2:inelfcorTi. Please let us know whether we can expect a contribution to help
us finalise the content for the September/October issue.

I look forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Stewart

Bucfian Publishing Ud, 66 Florence Road, Brighton BNt 6DJ
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

ARTICLE FOR DIPLOMAT MAGAZINE

Today's real borders are not between nations, but between powerful and
powerless, free and fettered, privileged and humiliated. Today, no walls can separate
humanitarian or human rights crises in one part of the world from national security crises
in another.

We have entered the third millennium through a gate of fire. If today, after the
horror of 11 September, we see better, and we see further - we will realize that humanity
is indivisible. New threats make no distinction between races, nations or regions A new
insecurity has entered every mind, regardless of wealth or status. A deeper awareness of
the bonds that bind us all - in pain as in prosperity - has gripped young and old.

In the early beginnings of the 21st century - a century already violently disabused
of any hopes that progress towards global peace and prosperity is inevitable - this new
reality can no longer be ignored. It must be confronted.

The 20th century was perhaps the deadliest in human history, devastated by
innumerable conflicts, untold suffering, and unimaginable crimes. Time after time a
group or a nation inflicted extreme violence on another, often driven by irrational hatred
and suspicion, or unbounded arrogance and thirst for power and resources In response to
these cataclysms, the leaders of the world came together at mid-century to unite the
nations as never before.

A forum was created - the United Nations - where all nations could join forces to
affirm the dignity and worth of every person, and to secure peace and development for all
peoples. Here States could unite to strengthen the rule of law, recognize and address the
needs of the poor, restrain man's brutality and greed, conserve the resources and beauty
of nature, sustain the equal rights of men and women, and provide for the safety of future
generations.

We thus inherit from the 20th century the political, as well as the scientific and
technological power, which - if only we have the will to use them - give us the chance
to vanquish poverty, ignorance and disease.

In the 21st Century I believe the mission of the United Nations will be defined by
a new, more profound, awareness of the sanctity and dignity of every human life
regardless of race or religion. This will require us to look beyond the framework of
States, and beneath the surface of nations or communities. We must focus as never
before, on improving the conditions of the individual men and wome
or nation its richness and character.



The United Nations' Charter begins with the words: "We the peoples." What is
not always recognized is that "we the peoples" are made up of individuals whose claims
to the most fundamental rights have too often been sacrificed in the supposed interests of
the state or the nation.

A genocide begins with the killing of one man ~ not for what he has done, but
because of who he is. A campaign of 'ethnic cleansing' begins with one neighbour
turning on another. Poverty begins when even one child is denied his or her fundamental
right to education. What begins with the failure to uphold the dignity of one life, all too
often ends with a calamity for entire nations.

In this new century, we must start from the understanding that peace belongs not
only to states or peoples, but to each and every member of those communities. The
sovereignty of States can no longer be used as a shield for gross violations of human
rights. Peace must be made real and tangible in the daily existence of every individual in
need. Peace must be sought, above all, because it is the condition for every member of
the human family to live a life of dignity and security.

The United Nations, whose membership comprises almost all the States in the
world, is founded on the principle of the equal worth of every human being. It is the
nearest thing we have to a representative institution that can address the interests of all
states, and all peoples. Through this universal, indispensable instrument of human
progress, States can serve the interests of their citizens by recognizing common interests
and pursuing them in unity.




